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Abstract
The quasi-equilibrium approximation is acceptable when molecular interactions are fast enough com-
pared to circuit dynamics, but is no longer allowed when cellular activities are governed by rare events.
A typical example is the lactose operon (lac), one of the most famous paradigms of transcription reg-
ulation, for which several theories still coexist to describe its behaviors. The lac system is generally
analyzed by using equilibrium constants, contradicting single-event hypotheses long suggested by Novick
and Weiner (Novick and Weiner 1957 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA. 43, 553-566) and recently refined
in the study of (Choi et al. 2008 Science 322, 442-446). In the present report, a lac repressor (LacI)-
mediated DNA immunoprecipitation experiment reveals that the natural LacI-lac DNA complex built in
vivo is extremely tight and long-lived compared to the time scale of lac expression dynamics, which could
functionally disconnect the abortive expression bursts and forbid using the standard quasi-equilibrium
modes of bistability. As alternatives, purely kinetic mechanisms are examined for their capacity to
restrict induction through: (i) widely scattered derepression related to the arrival time variance of a pre-
dominantly backward asymmetric random walk and (ii) an induction threshold arising in a single window
of derepression without recourse to nonlinear multimeric binding and Hill functions. Considering the
complete disengagement of the lac repressor from the lac promoter as the probabilistic consequence of
a transient stepwise mechanism, is sufficient to explain the sigmoidal lac responses as functions of time
and of inducer concentration. This sigmoidal shape can be misleadingly interpreted as a phenomenon of
equilibrium cooperativity classically used to explain bistability, but which has been reported to be weak
in this system.
Keywords: Lactose operon; Induction threshold; Single rebinding interval.
Highlights
• New models are presented to explain the all-or-nothing lac phenotypes.
• Lac repressor dissociation can be modeled as the final event of a Markovian chain.
• Kinetic origin of an induction threshold in a single repressor rebinding interval.
• Lac behaviors do not require multimeric cooperativity.
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1 Introduction
Although the living cell is an open system out
of equilibrium, the quasi-equilibrium approxima-
tion of fast nondriven interactions is accepted
for modeling biochemical circuits using only time-
independent equilibrium binding constants. More-
over, through time scale separation, stochastic in-
teractions can generate graded outputs even in sin-
gle cells (Michel, 2009). But this widespread ap-
proach no longer holds for slow and bursty molec-
ular phenomena (Choi et al., 2010) which facilitate
the crossing of switching thresholds. This could be
the case for the switch of the lactose operon (lac) of
Escherichia coli which has been proposed to result
from bursting expression caused by slow binding
cycles of the lac repressor (LacI) to the lac pro-
moter (Choi et al., 2010). The particular situation
examined here is that the switch can, or cannot,
change state in a single interval between the dis-
mantlement and the possible reformation of the lac
repression complex. This possibility is based on the
experimental observation that this molecular com-
plex naturally built in vivo, can be very long-lived
at the time scale considered, thus suggesting a new
way to model the lac system. Lac has become a cel-
ebrated model of gene regulation and a masterpiece
of biochemistry textbooks, for which different inter-
pretations exist depending on the relative kinetics
of lac expression and of the interaction between lac
DNA and LacI. Since its discovery fifty years ago
(Jacob, 2011), lac continues to attract attention
as an archetype of nongenetic phenotypic switch,
characterized by seemingly inconsistent behaviors
depending on whether they are examined at the
population or single-cell levels (Vilar et al., 2003).
Upon addition of a gratuitous inducer, individual
bacteria suddenly and asynchronously jump to the
induced phenotype, contrasting with the progres-
sive induction of the populational response which
depends sigmoidally on both time and inducer con-
centration. Before identifying the molecular ac-
tors underlying these phenomena, lac induction in
the population has been interpreted as the average
of many abrupt single cell switches (Benzer, 1953;
Novick and Weiner, 1957). Lac expression is regu-
lated by inhibition of an inhibition, which is a typi-
cal positive circuit whose capacity to generate mul-
tiple steady states has long been established (Jacob
and Monod, 1963; Thomas, 1998). LacI can shut
off lac expression by preventing RNA polymerase
(RNAP) to either access the lac promoter (Plac)
or to leave it (Lee and Goldfarb, 1991; Sanchez et
al., 2011), with the same consequence of inhibit-
ing reiterative transcription. The admitted mode
of action of the inducer is to sequester LacI in a
form no longer capable of binding the lac operator
(LacO DNA), thereby allowing RNAP to initiate
transcription (Wilson et al., 2007). The induced
phenotype can survive periods of absence of the in-
ducer. This phenomenon has been attributed to an
indirect feedback in which synthesis of permease, a
product of the lac operon, leads to the import of
more inducer, thus clicking the system at maximal
expression (Wilson et al., 2007). After LacI release
from Plac, lac expression may produce enough per-
mease for maintaining the bacterium in the induced
state. Even in case of transient inducer withdrawal,
newly supplied inducer would massively enter the
cell through presynthesized permeases. Following
this pioneer example of lac, positive circuits then
strikingly accumulated in the literature, suggesting
that they are pivotal elements structuring gene reg-
ulatory networks (GRNs), responsible for bistabil-
ity, hysteresis and memory (Thomas, 1998; Nicol-
benoˆıt et al., 2012). However, lac retains some dis-
tinctive features in systems biology. In their vision-
ary study, Novick and Weiner postulated that the
lac switch could be triggered by a single random
event (Novick and Weiner, 1957). This hypothesis
has been completed by Choi et al. (Choi et al.,
2008), who proposed that given the low concen-
tration of LacI in the cell, the time necessary for
rebinding to Plac can be long enough to allow lac
induction. This view in which the dissociation of
LacI from LacO can be considered as a single-event,
contrasts with the classical treatment with dynamic
interactions, illustrated below by that of (Ozbudak
et al., 2004). In this latter treatment, the equi-
librium constant of LacI-LacO interaction is used
in the lac production function, implicitly assum-
ing that both association and dissociation events
between LacI and LacO are frequent compared to
the synthesis of lac products. The poor represen-
tation of single event models in the literature could
be explained by the predominant belief that inter-
actions are highly dynamic in the cell. But in fact
single event models restore the initial, static view
of gene repression in bacteria. In addition, it will
be shown that single event mechanisms are capa-
ble of giving rise to persistent binary phenotypes,
as the classical cooperative model. This possibility
can solve the apparent paradox that strong equilib-
rium cooperativity is postulated (Ozbudak et al.,
2004), whereas allosteric and cooperative phenom-
ena were shown to be absent or very weak in the
lac system (Barkley et al., 1975; Brenowitz et al.,
1991; Chen et al., 1994). These allosteric interpre-
tations could have been misleadingly suggested by
the apparent sigmoidal behaviours of lac expression
at the population level, but the brutal phenotype
switch of every bacterium has been shown unre-
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lated to population curves (Vilar et al., 2003). The
fraction of induced bacteria in the population grad-
ually increases in a sigmoidal manner, both along
time for a given concentration of inducer and, sym-
metrically, as function of inducer concentration for
a given time. Sigmoidicity in time, illustrated for
example by the elegant figure obtained at low in-
ducer concentration by Novick and Weiner (Novick
and Weiner, 1957), is classically observed for posi-
tive feedbacks with reiterative amplification cycles,
but this cannot be the correct explanation for lac
switches which abruptly shift from zero to max. At
the population level, the lac induction curve fol-
lows a sigmoidal function of inducer concentration,
evoking equilibrium cooperative phenomena, such
as: (i) the cooperative fixation of the inducer in the
different protomers of LacI multimers (Ozbudak et
al., 2004; Zhan et al., 2010), or (ii) the cooperative
fixation of the LacI tetramer on two operators in
Plac (Oehler et al., 1990; Oehler et al., 2006; Daber
et al., 2009). This cooperativity is in turn believed
to be necessary for lac bistability. Accordingly, Hill
functions proved very helpful and are extensively
used in most mathematical analyses of bistability
(Cherry and Adler, 2000; Sobie, 2011). But since
these treatments are poorly compatible with: (i)
the reported weakness of allosteric cooperativity in
this system (Barkley et al., 1975; Brenowitz et al.,
1991; Chen et al., 1994) and (ii) the single event
hypothesis (Novick and Weiner, 1957; Choi et al.,
2008; Choi et al., 2010), alternative interpretations
will be provided in the present article, in an attempt
to reconcile the data obtained at the population and
the single cell levels. This study is restricted to the
minimal core lac regulation network, that will be
shown sufficient for capturing certain characteris-
tics of lac.
2 Graded vs binary repression
by LacI
The basic differences between quasi-equilibrium
and transient mechanisms are schematized in the
case of the competition between RNAP and LacI
(Fig.1). In the first mechanism (Fig.1a), both
complexes are capable of interacting alternately
with Plac. The phenotypic outcome of this situ-
ation is dictated only by the time of presence of
LacI, which is determined by the equilibrium con-
stant of the LacI-LacO interaction. This mode of
lac repression has been described through differ-
ent approaches (Ozbudak et al., 2004; Garcia and
Phillips, 2011) similarly assuming graded fractional
occupation times, i.e. which can take any interme-
diate real value between 0 and 100%. These graded
mechanisms do not forbid a certain degree of het-
erogeneity in case of slow LacO-LacI interactions
leading to transcriptional bursts which could be the
rate-limiting molecular events for reaching a switch-
ing threshold (Choi et al., 2008). The limit case
considered here is derived from an experiment of
DNA immunoprecipitation presented below, show-
ing that the association between LacI and Plac can
be very long-lived. In this extreme hypothesis,
lac induction is proposed to result from an event
of complete LacI dissociation and to depend on
the number of transcription initiation events tak-
ing place before reformation of a repression com-
plex. Of course using the LacI-LacO equilibrium
constant, as in (Ozbudak et al., 2004), would be
inappropriate if a single dissociation event is suf-
ficient to trigger the lac switch, giving rise to a
purely kinetic mechanism. When Plac is cleared
after dismantlement of a repressor complex, molec-
ular races begin between LacI and RNAP to bind
to DNA, possibly generating large transcriptional
bursts (Choi et al., 2008). Alternatively, succes-
sive slow repression-derepression cycles can give
bursts of proteins by translational amplification,
even when a single mRNA is produced per derepres-
sion window (Choi et al., 2010). A simple possibil-
ity considered here is that a race occurs between
one event of LacI rebinding and a certain number
of RNAP-mediated transcription rounds. The out-
come of this race determines if lac is induced or
not. In this scheme, two types of noninduced bac-
teria coexist at low inducer concentration (Fig.1b):
those in which LacI did not dissociate from Plac
and those in which LacI dissociated from, but re-
bound to Plac before the achievement of a threshold
number of transcription events, thereby reinitializ-
ing the chain. Conversely, the induced bacteria are
those which overcame two successive conditions: (i)
the complete dissociation of LacI and (ii) the ab-
sence of premature re-repression.
3 The single random event
Following the proposal of (Choi et al., 2008), the
limiting step for reaching the lac expression thresh-
old necessary for switching to the high expression
state could be the complete dissociation of LacI.
Although the release of LacI from Plac is the key-
stone of lac regulation, in fact little is known about
the precise molecular mechanisms underlying this
dissociation. The role initially attributed to the
inducer was to force LacI to dissociate from DNA.
Such an active dislodgement mechanism would
however require some complex intramolecular en-
ergy transfer. A simpler scenario could be that
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LacI occasionally and spontaneously dissociates
and is then prevented to rebind by the inducer,
when present (Jacob and Monod, 1961; Choi et al.,
2008). A third possibility exists. If the conforma-
tions of the different subunits of LacI are not mutu-
ally constrained, the repressor could fix the inducer
while still bound to DNA thanks to its multimeric
structure. Indeed, LacI is an homo-tetramer made
of two linked homodimers, each one binding to a
LacO palindromic site. The LacO palindrome is
itself made of two half-sites, each one interacting
with a LacI protomer (Wilson et al., 2007). The
LacI tetramer can bind simultaneously to two op-
erators in Plac, with formation of a DNA loop
possibly strengthened by DNA-bending proteins.
The different operators of Plac have been shown to
cooperate for repression (Oehler et al., 1990) and
to be involved in the genesis of the sigmoidal shape
of the response to inducer (Oehler et al., 2006).
These studies were however interpreted by using a
continuous treatment that is not compatible with
the discontinuous single event hypothesis. It is pos-
tulated here that the binding to either LacO or to
the inducer are mutually exclusive for a single LacI
protomer, but not for tetrameric LacI whose dif-
ferent protomers can have different binding states.
Based on this hypothesis, the association between
a LacI tetramer and Plac can be very long-lived, as
the tetramer is embedded into a macromolecular
repression complex comprising a stabilized DNA
loop, two lac operators and accessory molecules.
In vitro studies allowed to measure affinity con-
stants between LacI and LacO, to determine that
the DNA-binding unit of LacI is the dimer (Chen
and Matthews, 1994) and that there are exten-
sive monomer-monomer interactions (Lewis, 2005).
However, a general problem in biochemical model-
ing is that kinetic and thermodynamic parameters
determined in vitro are rarely transposable to in
vivo conditions (Beard, 2011). This is particularly
true for lac because additional factors could sta-
bilize the LacI-LacO loop in vivo, including DNA
supercoiling and DNA-bending proteins, such as
cAMP receptor (or catabolic regulatory) protein
CRP (Lewis, 2005; Kuhlman et al., 2007), HU
(Becker et al., 2007) or IHF. A loss of IHF has
been observed upon lac induction (Grainger et al.,
2006). Negative supercoiling has been predicted to
render the loop complex essentially nondissociable
(Brenowitz et al., 1991). Finally, an overlooked
aspect of CRP, beside its known role in stimulating
lac transcription after LacI release, is to repress
lac expression by facilitating LacI-mediated DNA
looping (Fried and Hudson, 1996; Balaeff et al.,
2004; Kuhlman, Zhang et al. 2007). This ambigu-
ous action of CRP could explain the complexity
of the combined effects of cAMP and lac inducer
(Setty et al., 2003; Kuhlman et al., 2007).
Figure 1. Models of inhibition of lac transcription
through Plac occupation by LacI. (a) RNAP can access
DNA during the periods of absence of LacI, determined
through a steady-state fractional occupation approach.
LacI interaction with a single operator (O1) overlapping
Plac, is sufficient for this graded mode of repression. (b)
In this alternative picture, the transcriptional compe-
tence of Plac is determined by rare events of disruption
and reformation of repression complexes. In this binary
mode of repression, only stable repression complexes
are taken into account, with two operators and a DNA
hairpin stabilized by DNA-bending proteins.
These collective molecular influences could make
the apparent (re)-association rate of each LacI pro-
tomer, much higher than the dissociation rate,
thus forbidding molecular escape. The probability
of simultaneous dissociation of all the protomers
roughly corresponds to the product of the proba-
bilities of dissociation of the individual protomers,
which can be extremely low. One step beyond, one
cannot exclude that these stable interactions can be
preserved during replication, in the same manner
that in eukaryotes, certain nucleosomes split and
duplicate during replication (Xu et al., 2010) and
heterochromatin (repressive for gene expression)
can be written out during mitosis (Moazed, 2011).
The presence of 3 operators in the lac operon, to-
gether with the multimeric nature of LacI, appear
well suited to perpetuate the lac repression com-
plex during cell division. In this context, the lac
repressor complex would disassemble only upon in-
ducer addition. To get an idea of the stability of
the LacI-DNA interaction in vivo, the resistance of
purified LacI-Plac complexes formed in vivo was
tested in vitro under stringent washing conditions.
To this end, an indirect DNA immunoprecipitation
method analogous to a chromatin immunoprecipi-
tation assay (ChIP) was used. As shown in Fig.2,
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the molecular complex including the lac operator
and LacI can be isolated and preserved in absence
of chemical crosslinking, a phenomenon which has
never been reported so far for any transcription fac-
tor. This Plac-LacI interaction pre-built in vivo,
is shown to survive in vitro many cycles of wash-
ing and tube transfers, during 72 hours and in
presence of 0.5 M NaCl (Fig.2). Such a stability
is exceptional compared to classical DNA-protein
interactions measured in vitro. This ChIP-like ex-
periment strongly supports the possibility that in
vitro and in vivo dissociations rates can be very
different.
Figure 2. Stability of the LacI-LacO interaction. LacI-DNA complexes were prepared from E. coli K12 cells
submitted or not to chemical crosslinking using formaldehyde, and the persistence of complexes was tested after
two day-long washing. (a) Plac DNA fragment was immunoprecipitated by incubation of LacI antibody with
an excess of cellular extracts (P, pellet; S, supernatant). Plac immunoprecipitation was no longer obtained in
absence of protein A-coated beads (PA-beads), ruling out nonspecific adsorption to tube surfaces, and in absence
of LacI antibody, ruling out nonspecific binding to the beads. (b) The persistence of LacI-Plac interaction was
tested by high stringency washing of the DNA protein complexes attached to PA beads. A total of 4 tube trans-
fers and 10 cycles of supernatant removal and replacement with fresh washing medium, were used for the final
condition.
4 Sigmoidal behaviors of LacI
dissociation can result from
a chain of stochastic events
In absence of precise knowledge about the organiza-
tion of the LacI repressor complex, a very simplified
hypothetical chain of events following inducer addi-
tion is proposed in Fig.3b, beginning with a sponta-
neous dissociation from one of the four LacO half-
sites, likely to correspond to the less perfect one.
This event would immediately reverse unless the
dissociated protomer is sequestered by a molecule of
inducer. Hence, the concentration of the inducer in
the cell is critical for maintaining this essential step.
The same process should repeat for the second and
third inducer fixation, until the 7th step and the
complete clearance of Plac. If the 4 operator half-
sites were strictly identical, this chain would have
been disordered, but since this is not the case, a pre-
dominant ordered scheme will be considered, corre-
sponding to the inverse ranking of half-site affin-
ity for LacI. This stepwise mechanism is strongly
supported by the suboptimal organization of the
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natural LacO sequence, compared to the artificial
one used in (Sadler et al., 1983; Simons et al., 1984)
and whose perfect symmetry was shown to enhance
LacI binding. The defective spacing between half-
sites is likely to create a tension between contiguous
LacI protomers, forcing one of them to frequently
dissociate. In this respect, it seems reasonable to
suppose that the suboptimal organization of LacO
would not have been evolutionary selected if the
fixation of inducer to DNA-bound LacI was suffi-
cient to remove it through an allosteric transition.
In the scheme of Fig.3b, the single event postu-
lated by (Novick and Weiner, 1957) is proposed to
precisely correspond to the 7th step of the chain,
instead of the synthesis of a single permease imag-
ined by these authors. This step is a prerequisite
for priming the switch but may not always trigger
the switch, owing to an induction threshold (sec-
tion 5.2.5). Let us first consider how this chain of
events can explain the observed responses of bacte-
rial cultures to inducer addition.
4.1 Sigmoidicity in time
Lac induction is clearly sigmoidal in time, particu-
larly at low inducer concentration, as illustrated by
the Fig.2 of (Novick and Weiner, 1957) obtained at
steady state bacterial concentration. Sigmoidicity
in time can have several origins. The establishment
of positive feedbacks is typically sigmoidal along
time, irrespective of the existence of a threshold.
In this case, sigmoidicity emerges from reiterative
cycles of amplification whatever the number of re-
lays involved in the circuit and even with hyperbolic
production functions. But this explanation cannot
be retained here since individual lac switches are
quasi-instantaneous (Vilar et al., 2003; Choi et al.,
2008). Alternatively, as proposed here, sigmoidicity
in time can also emerge from the averaged occur-
rence of a single event at the population level, in
relation with the delay imposed by a chain of pre-
vious events. In the model presented below, the
probability of complete release of LacI from LacO
is conditioned by the sequence of events detailed
in Fig.3b, where certain transitions depend on the
concentration of the inducer (A). If the triggering
event was not causally subordinated to prelimi-
nary events or if a single transition in the chain
was much more limiting kinetically than the other
ones, then, the process would not have been sig-
moidal. The probability of occurrence of this single
molecular event is visible only at the population
level. The positive feedback is not involved in the
observed sigmoidicity of the populational lac re-
sponse, but only explains how a single event can
trigger the switch. Before reaching the 7th state
(x7 in Fig.3b), the LacI/DNA complex should first
pass through all the previous intermediate states.
The total number of jumps can dramatically in-
crease if backward transitions are more probable
than forward ones, which is the case in absence or
presence of low amounts of inducer in the cell, so
that LacI dissociates very rarely. By contrast in
presence of increasing concentrations of inducer,
the probability of the 2d, 4th and 6th transitions
can approach, equalize or exceed the reverse ones.
4.2 Biochemical delay between in-
ducer addition and the complete
dissociation of LacI from Plac
In addition to the 15 transitions represented in
Fig.3b, many elementary events are expected to
take place between inducer addition and LacI dis-
engagement (Appendix A1), which can be repre-
sented in the theoretical form of Fig.3a. The rates k
are labeled with + or - depending on whether they
correspond to forward or backward transitions, and
the suffix numbers refer to the starting states. In
this system, the mean time of arrival, holding for
any chain length, is
〈T 〉 =
n−1∑
h=0
n−h−1∑
i=0
1
k−i
h+i∏
j=i
k−j
k+j
(1)
which simplifies when all the backward rates are
the same (k−) and the forward rates are the same
(k+),
〈T 〉 =
n−1∑
i=0
(n− i)(k−)i/(k+)i+1 (2)
This value further simplifies if all the reaction rates
are identical (k− = k+ = k),
〈T 〉 =
n(n+ 1)
2k
(3)
The mean time defined in Eq.(1) is relatively
complicated but the corresponding probability dis-
tribution is even more awkward, as illustrated by
the simple example of the two-step reaction shown
in Appendix A2d.
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Figure 3. Stochastic chain leading to LacI disso-
ciation. (a) n step-random walk. The initial state x0
is a reflecting boundary while xn is an absorbing state
(k−
n
= 0). (b) Simplified scenario of dissociation of
a LacI tetramer from two palindromic operators (op-
posite red arrows). In this stepwise mechanism, the
random event triggering lac expression is the 7th step,
which is itself subordinated to the achievement of the
preceding chain of events. The 7th event can be con-
sidered as micro-irreversible in practice, considering
the low concentration of LacI and the long waiting
time before rebinding. The DNA binding steps k−1
and k−3 are approximated as first-order conformational
transitions independent of the concentration of LacI
in the cell. ”A” is the inducer (activator). The chain
of successive LacO half-site clearances postulated in
this scheme is only the predominant one, following the
same order that the LacI affinity ranking, so that no
statistical balancing of the microscopic rate constants
is used for simplicity. (c) Accumulation of induced bac-
teria (circles) at low concentrations of inducer (Data
from Novick and Weiner, 1957). Plain line drawn to
the probability of completion of a large random walk
(Eq.(4)).
To simplify the question, let us assume that in
the course of the switch and for a critical concentra-
tion of inducer, there could be a particular situation
in which the resistance and the tendency to disso-
ciation roughly equalize and the process becomes a
random walk. The highest entropy random walk,
called isotropic or symmetric, is obtained when all
the transitions are equally probable, so that the de-
gree of uncertainty about the position of a walker
is maximal. Using this approximation and accord-
ing to the central limit theorem, the probability of
occupation of the different states follows a Gaus-
sian distribution. For long chains, all mathemati-
cal methods converge towards a similar expression
of the probability to reach the state xn, as function
of the dimensionless intrinsic time of the walk θ.
Pn(θ) = 1−
4
pi
∞∑
j(odd)=1
(−1)
j−1
2
j
e−
pi2j2
8
θ (4a)
where θ can be defined in multiple ways depend-
ing on the approach. In the discrete random walk
approach,
θ = N/n2 (4b)
In the time continuous approach,
θ = 2kt/n2 (4c)
or
θ = t/ 〈T 〉 (4d)
(Appendix A1). Whatever the method used,
Eq.(4) is a sigmoidal function of either N or t. The
elimination of the number of elementary steps could
make Eqs.4a/4d, a satisfying universal substitute
for approximating the evolution of long isotropic
chains whose explicit calculation is impossible. If
the rates are not too different from each others,
and if assuming that LacI-LacO interactions are
preserved during DNA replication, fitting this theo-
retical probability distribution to the experimental
points of Novick and Weiner leads to a mean time
of about 27 hours for 7 µM of the inducer methyl-1-
thio-β-D-galactopyranoside (TMG). However, this
fitting is approximate since the isotropic random
walk is an oversimplified hypothesis and the con-
centration of inducer could not correspond precisely
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to the point of equivalence between forward and re-
verse rates. In addition, all the bacteria in which
LacI dissociates from Plac do not necessarily be-
come induced (section 5.2.5), so that the Fig.2 of
Novick and Wiener could superpose bacteria whose
successful windows of derepression are spread out
in time. Nevertheless, the matching between these
curves and these points (Fig.3c) is satisfying enough
to make plausible this origin of sigmoidicity.
4.3 Increasing the response tight-
ness at high inducer concentra-
tion
Increasing the inducer concentration strongly re-
duces the delay of response and increases the tight-
ness of its time distribution. This latter effect
could be related to the fact that pseudo-first order
rates largely exceed the rates of the corresponding
backward transitions (Fig.3b), and could reflect the
well-established focusing effect of stepwise oriented
mechanisms. Subdividing an event of given dura-
tion into many hierarchical sub-events whose sum
has the same duration, increases the complexity of
the global probability density, but also the repro-
ducibility of the total completion time. Indeed, the
variance of a multistep chain made of consecutive
events, exponentially spaced with variance 1/k2, is
lower than that of a single stochastic transition of
identical mean waiting time since
n∑
j=1
(
1
kj
)2
<

 n∑
j=1
1
kj


2
(5)
The focusing effect of multiple stochastic events has
been invoked to explain the tightness of reaction
time of a stepwise mechanism such as the repro-
ducible photoreceptor responses to single-photons
arising from a series of consecutive Poisson events
(Doan et al., 2006).
4.4 Inducer concentration-dependent
sigmoidicity
Lac induction is a sigmoidal function of inducer
concentration, as experimentally observed both in
vivo for bacterial cultures (Fig.4a) and in vitro
when LacI is bound simultaneously to two oper-
ators (Oehler et al., 2006).
Figure 4. (a) β-galactosidase activity in bulk assay
is a sigmoidal function of inducer. (b) Heterogeneous
β-galactosidase staining obtained at the single cell level
with 0.5 µM IPTG. The intermediate staining could
be due to the basal expression rate k0 postulated in
presence of LacI and, after LacI release, to the progres-
sive accumulation of β-galactosidase before reaching
the steady state value r/(k0 + k1).
Concentration-dependent sigmoidicity is the clas-
sical nonlinearity condition retained for generat-
ing bistability from a positive circuit (Chung and
Stephanopoulos, 1996; Cherry and Adler, 2000);
but no clear consensus emerged about the exis-
tence of such a cooperativity for lac.
4.4.1 Quasi-equilibrium sigmoidal function
of inducer concentration
Ligand-dependent sigmoidicity is generally thought
to result from nonindependent multiple binding
(O’Gorman et al., 1980; Sharp, 2011). Collec-
tive binding processes are numerous in the lac sys-
tem. Lac repressor is a tetramer, which can bind
to several inducer molecules (Ozbudak et al., 2004;
Kuhlman et al., 2007), and to different operators in
Plac (Oehler et al., 1990; Oehler et al., 2006; Daber
et al., 2009). Hill and cooperative Adair saturation
functions are generally selected to define produc-
tion functions (Chung and Stephanopoulos, 1996;
Ozbudak et al., 2004; Yildirim and Kazanci, 2011).
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Of course, the sets of differential equations (ODEs)
with such production functions predict lac bistabil-
ity, but this modeling is questionable from the sin-
gle event hypothesis and considering the poor bind-
ing cooperativity reported for the lac system com-
ponents. In this respect, analyzing any sigmoidal
curve with ”observed Hill coefficients”, is not re-
ally relevant when sigmoidicity does not relate to a
genuine Hill process. An alternative mechanism is
proposed below.
4.4.2 Concentration-dependent transient
sigmoidal responses
The stepwise process described in Fig.3b starting
from the hairpin repression complex, allows tran-
sient sigmoidicity to arise from the combination of
pseudo-first-order functions of the inducer concen-
tration. For a given time after inducer addition,
the probability that LacI dissociates from a LacO
hairpin complex increases in a sigmoidal function
of inducer concentration. The simple example of a
two-step reaction shown in Appendix A2d, is suffi-
cient to display sigmoidicity. Deriving phenomeno-
logical Hill coefficients from such curves would be
obviously nonrelevant. In absence of DNA loop, the
induction of lac in vivo, as well as the clearance of
Plac in vitro, were shown to take a nonsigmoidal
shape (Oehler et al., 2006). This finding has been
interpreted through the existence of allosteric co-
operativity, but it could result as well from the
modification of the number of steps in the disso-
ciation chain. This kinetic mode of ultrasensitivity
to inducer concentration is not comparable to the
cooperative one invoked to generate bistability.
5 LacI dissociation envisioned
as a turning point in the lac
system
The event of disruption of the LacI-mediated re-
pression complex is embedded in the general lac
circuit detailed below.
5.1 The lac circuit
Once LacI is released from DNA, RNAP can re-
peatedly access Plac and initiate successive rounds
of lac mRNA transcription through a hit-and-run
mechanism, at approximately constant rate k1,
considering the relative invariance of RNAP con-
centration in the cell. The value of k1 corresponds
to that of the pseudo-first-order rate of productive
collision between RNAP holoenzyme (including the
initiation factor σ70) and Plac, followed by a rapid
and driven elongation process. The evolution of
lac mRNA results from a chain of connected events
detailed below, in which the parameters subject to
transient evolution immediately after LacI release
will be labeled with (t). Lac mRNAs (M ) evolve
following Eq.(6), where k0 is the basal transcription
rate in presence of LacI and CRP, and rM is the
rate of removal of lac mRNAs.
dM(t)
dt
= k0 + k1P (t)− rMM(t) (6)
In GRN modeling, the maximal transcription rate
is weighted by a probability, generally that an ac-
tivator is present, or that a repressor is absent
(Michel, 2010). In the case of lac, this probability
written P(t) in Eq.(6), can have different meanings
depending on the model used and will be defined
through several functions (f1). For comparison,
P(t) will be defined as either (i) the steady state
fractional time of absence of the repressor (involv-
ing many events) under the classical graded repres-
sion hypothesis, or (ii) the probability that LacI
does not rebind prematurely under the single event
hypothesis (5.2.5). In all cases, this probability is
a function of lac expression, leading to permease
synthesis, allowing the entry of more inducer in
the cell, that ultimately decreases the probability
of LacI rebinding, in a circular relationship. Lac
proteins (L) follow
dL(t)
dt
= s M(t)− rLL(t) (7)
where s and rL are the rates of synthesis and
removal of the products respectively. For sim-
plicity, all lac proteins, including permease and
β-galactosidase, are supposed to be degraded at
the same rate. The intracellular amount of inducer
written A (activator), depends on the passive, re-
versible and saturable transport of external inducer
through permease, classically described by
dA(t)
dt
= vL(t)
(
Aout
Ko +Aout
−
A(t)
Ki +A(t)
)
(8)
The concentration of intracellular inducer then di-
rectly regulates the fraction of total repressor that
is competent for binding DNA (Rc), through a
function f2
Rc(t) = f2 (RT , A(t)) (9)
for which, once again, several definitions will be en-
visioned depending on the model used and RT is the
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total concentration of LacI, supposed to be roughly
constant. Simplifying hypotheses can be used to
define this function. In particular, inducer concen-
tration can be considered as higher than the low
concentration of LacI in the cell, so that it can be
incorporated into pseudo-first-order binding rates
and the amounts of free and bound inducer can be
approximated as equivalent. It is important to note
that the probability that LacI does not rebind also
depends on time and on lac products, including (i)
permease which regulates the intracellular concen-
tration of inducer and (ii) β-galactosidase for me-
tabolizable inducers. Since it is supposed to fluctu-
ate slowly relatively to gene expression, Rc will be
incorporated into the pseudo-first-order rate of LacI
binding to LacO, such that k2(t) = k
∗
2Rc(t), where
k∗2 is a second-order binding rate. The low number
of repressors in the cell led certain authors to dis-
tinguish between their free and total concentrations
(Yagil and Yagil, 1971; Berg and Blomberg, 1977),
but considering that there is a unique combination
of strong operators in the cell, the total number
of LacI (V Rc) and the number of LacI not bound
to LacO (V Rc − 1) will be considered as equiva-
lent, irrespective of whether LacI jumps in solution
or slides along DNA. A refinement in this system is
that contrary to k1, k2 is not constant but decreases
with time since Rc depends on the concentration
of inducer, that is itself a function of the number
of permeases in the cell. To evaluate the general
behavior of the system, further simplifications can
be made. The lac products (including mRNA and
proteins) are fused together and collectively writ-
ten x(t), by assuming that transcription elonga-
tion and translation of lac mRNAs (occurring si-
multaneously in bacteria) are quasi-instantaneous.
In this respect, note that population heterogeneity
has also been visualized at the level of lac mRNA
(Tolker-Nielsen et al., 1998), suggesting that it is
not primarily due to translational bursts. The im-
port of inducer by permease is supposed to be far
from saturation and its export is considered as neg-
ligible soon after LacI release. To complete the sys-
tem, it is now necessary to define the functions f1
and f2 postulated above to describe P (t) and Rc(t).
5.2 The question of lac bistability
Multistability is a general mechanism to explain
how nonunique cell types can stably coexist within
the same environment, but the origin, and even the
existence of lac bistability, raised active debates
and remain open questions (Dı´az-Herna´ndez and
Santilla´n, 2010; Veliz-Cuba and Stigler, 2011; Sav-
ageau, 2011). The notion of bistability is delicate in
this system since the bimodal distribution of bacte-
ria, induced and uninduced, is observable only for a
particular, low range of inducer concentration and
it is difficult to certify experimentally that this bi-
modality is really stationary rather than extended
transient. If the induced bacteria seem indeed to
remain in their state for generations, it is less clear
that uninduced bacteria cannot switch to the in-
duced state. In addition, using a low inducer con-
centration, as for the Fig.2 of Novick and Wiener
reproduced here in Fig.3c, bacteria should be exam-
ined very long after inducer addition and renewal
to consider that a steady state is reached.
5.2.1 The logic of lac bistability
If postulating that LacI frequently dissociates from
LacO according to a dynamic model, a bistabil-
ity threshold is required since otherwise the feed-
back would be primed by low stochastic lac expres-
sion as soon as the inducer in present. A ”prim-
ing threshold” of lac expression is necessary to en-
sure the relative stability of the uninduced popu-
lation fraction. Such a threshold before ignition
is typically provided by multistability (Chung and
Stephanopoulos, 1996) and is all the more neces-
sary for lac that a basal expression is a prerequi-
site for lac induction. In fact, lac expression is an
all-or-almost-nothing phenomenon. In the popula-
tion assay shown on Fig.4a, a low but reproducible
basal lac activity, of about 4% of the maximal ac-
tivity, is observed. The homogeneous pattern of
LacZ staining suggests that this expression cannot
be attributed to a fraction of induced bacteria, but
to a fraction of maximal lac expression in every
bacterium, whose rate is written k0 in Eq.(6). This
basal expression seems at first glance contradictory
with the all-or-none hypothesis but is in fact neces-
sary for allowing the bacteria to sense the availabil-
ity of lactose in their environment. This low level of
transcription in presence of LacI could for instance
correspond to the small bursts described in (Choi
et al., 2008), or to cAMP-liganded CRP-promoted
transcription (Kuhlman et al., 2007). This basal ac-
tivity is both compatible with and necessary for lac
induction. Indeed, (i) Basal lac expression is neces-
sary to generate small amounts of permease/LacY
for allowing the entry of the first molecules of in-
ducer. (ii) In natural conditions, basal lac expres-
sion is also necessary to generate small amounts of
LacZ, to convert these first molecules of lactose into
allolactose, which is the genuine lac inducer (Wil-
son et al., 2007). The long-standing apparent para-
dox that lac should be active to be activatable, is
typical of bacterial regulatory networks and is also
encountered for example in the case of the SOS reg-
ulon. But to be compatible with the model, basal
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lac expression should be low enough to not prime
the positive feedback circuit in all cells once inducer
is present. This latter condition is classically ful-
filled if the system is robustly bistable.
5.2.2 The classical quasi-equilibrium model
of bistability
The ultrasensitivity of lac expression to inducer
concentration, with a sigmoidal or S-shaped input
function, has been shown crucial for the all-or-none
nature of the switch. Lac expression is generally
supposed to be governed by graded interaction cy-
cles between LacI and LacO, that can be up- and
down-regulated in a continuous manner, thus allow-
ing to fine-tune the fraction of time during which
LacO is unoccupied (Dı´az-Herna´ndez and Santilla´n,
2010; Yildirim and Kazanci, 2011). To adapt the
model of graded repression to lac, one should dis-
tinguish two modes of interaction between LacI and
Plac: (i) the one previously described, holding be-
fore the initial dissociation, very stable and requir-
ing two operators (section 5.2.5) and (ii) an other
one, examined below (sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4), re-
versible and more dynamic, between LacI and a
single operator (O1), as schematized in Fig.1a. To
illustrate the principle of graded repression, let us
consider the typical example of bistability model
described in (Ozbudak et al., 2004), one of the most
frequently cited articles on the lac system. The lac
products evolve according to
dx
dt
= ksP − rxx (10)
where ks is the maximal rate of synthesis, and rx
the rate of removal. P is the probability that LacI
is not bound to LacO, depending on Rc. The occu-
pation of LacI by the inducer (A) is rapid enough
to be approximated as a quasi-equilibrium.
P =
1
1 +KRRc
(11)
Eq.(11), where KR is an equilibrium binding con-
stant, describes a situation of graded repression in
which P can take any real intermediate value be-
tween 0 and 1, even if slower interactions and tran-
scriptional bursting could introduce some hetero-
geneity (Golding et al., 2005). Rc should now be
determined. Its definition can be envisioned in two
manners, with or without Hill cooperativity.
5.2.3 Quasi-equilibrium hypothesis with
strong (Hill) equilibrium cooperativ-
ity
Assuming that the concentration of A largely ex-
ceeds that of LacI, a highly cooperative fixation of
the inducer to LacI, postulated in (Ozbudak et al.,
2004), is described by
Rc
RT
=
1
1 + (KAA)n
(12)
Eq.(12) is a sigmoidal Hill repression function of
the inducer concentration, reflecting strong coop-
erativity since it presupposes that LacI exists es-
sentially in two forms, either devoid of, or filled
with inducer. The decrease or the elimination of
intermediate microstates characterise all coopera-
tive phenomena (Michel, 2011). The approach to
bistability using Hill functions long proved very suc-
cessful (Cherry and Adler, 2000; Sobie, 2011) and
it works well for lac. Note that in addition to the
Hill function, MWC equations were also used to de-
scribe allosteric binding (Appendix 2) and are also
adequate for generating bistability.
5.2.4 Quasi-equilibrium model without Hill
cooperativity
Given that the interaction between LacI and the
inducer proved to be not or weakly cooperative,
the different partially liganded microstates of LacI
(Fig.5a) cannot be ignored and the ratio Rc/RT
should be determined without recourse to a Hill
function. The general function describing nonal-
losteric interactions can be obtained by enumerat-
ing the microstates capable of binding to the bi-
partite operator O1. This palindromic sequence
can be occupied in a graded manner by all LacI
tetramers with two adjacent protomers devoid of
inducer. They correspond to LacI microstates oc-
cupied by either 0, 1 or 2, but not 3 or 4 molecules
of inducer. Moreover, only certain forms of di-
liganded LacI can bind the operator, since at least
one dimer in the tetramer should be devoid of in-
ducer (group Rc1 in Fig.5a). In this respect, fluo-
rescent protein-tagged LacI, known to form dimers
but not tetramers, have been shown sufficient to
bind to LacO with short residence times (Elf et al.
2007).
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Figure 5. (a) LacI tetramer microstates with re-
spect to inducer binding. (b) 7 microstates (Rc1)
out of 16, are capable of interacting dynamically with
a single palindromic operator, by sharing time with
RNAP as supposed in classical lac models. (c) Only
one microstate (Rc2) can form a stable hairpin through
bridging two operators, thereby relocking Plac and pre-
venting RNAP to reinitiate transcription.
When using the same microscopic binding con-
stant (KA) for inducer binding to the different
LacI protomers, the fraction of LacI defined above
corresponds to 7 microstates out of 16 (Fig.5a). An
additional subtlety in this enumeration, is that the
binding rate of the microstate Rc2 (Fig.5a, top left)
should be multiplied by 2 because it can bind O1
in 2 different manners. If RT is the total concen-
tration of diffusing R in the cell, supposed to be
roughly constant, then Rc1 can be written using an
Adair formula as follows
Rc1
RT
=
2 + 4KAA+ 2(KAA)
2
(1 +KAA)4
=
2
(1 +KAA)2
(13)
which could have been anticipated from the bilat-
eral symmetry of the LacI tetramer. Bistability
is no longer recovered using this value, suggesting
that strong Hill-like cooperativity is required for the
quasi-equilibrium mode of bistability. The graded
mechanism described in sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3
is very predominant in biochemical models but is
not suited to the single event view and would be
poorly compatible with the stability of the LacI-
LacO interaction. Intriguingly, among the different
mechanisms of equilibrium cooperativity available,
the one sometimes retained in the context of lac,
is the popular Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC)
model (O’Gorman et al., 1980; Sharp, 2011; Dun-
away et al., 1980). This choice appears particularly
not tenable under the hypothesis of delayed LacI
rebinding described by Choi et al. (Choi et al.,
2008), since it would lead to the complete release of
LacI tetramers at every symmetric conformational
change of the tetramer. A nearest neighbor sequen-
tial allosteric mechanism such as the KNF model
(Koshland et al., 1966), would be more compatible
with the quasi-irreversible dissociation model since
it would explain how the departure of an inducer
molecule from a LacI protomer, favors the disso-
ciation from DNA of a neighboring partner. An
alternative threshold mechanism can be proposed,
that is relieved from the quasi-equilibrium assump-
tion and the use of equilibrium constants.
5.2.5 Modeling a single molecular race
The traditional mode of bistability obtained in the
previous sections, using ODEs with sigmoidal pro-
duction functions containing equilibrium constants,
is not expected to hold for Plac in case of rare
turnovers of the repression complex. Hence, an
alternative model, purely kinetic, is proposed to
give similar results for bacteria in which LacI dis-
sociated from LacO. Based on the ChIP experi-
ment, if a window of repression is long enough com-
pared to the stability of lac products, it could erase
the results of the previous window of derepression
which failed to trigger the induction and eliminate
the inducer from the cell. Under this hypothesis,
the capacity of bacteria to become induced or not
should be determined during a single waiting time
before reformation of this complex. This alterna-
tive mechanism is related to the question raised in
(Choi et al., 2008): ”Does every complete dissoci-
ation event lead to a phenotype transition?”. In
this situation, the system is not determined by a
steady state, but by an initial rate, as postulated
by Bolouri and Davidson for transcriptional cas-
cades during development (Bolouri and Davidson,
2003) and whose approach will be partially picked
up here. Contrary to classical GRN modeling in
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which the probability associated to the maximal
transcription rate is defined by a steady state occu-
pation ratio taking into account both the associa-
tion and dissociation rates of a transcription factor,
it is now the probability that LacI does not shut
off again Plac too soon, to allow a certain thresh-
old number of transcription rounds to occur. The
number of lac expression events necessary to reach
the point of no return of the switch will be called
n. Let be k2 the pseudo-first-order rate (including
the total concentrations of LacI supposed to be in-
variant), of Plac relocking upon LacI-mediated re-
building of an hairpin repression complex (section
3). Under the single event hypothesis, the posi-
tive feedback is a race between LacI and RNAP. To
make the race fairer and to counterbalance their
different kinetics due to the higher concentration
of RNAP in the cell, n lac expression rounds (total
duration n/k1) are supposed to be necessary dur-
ing the mean time window of repression complex
reformation (1/k2). With given rate constants k1
and k2, this probability decreases when n increases
(Fig.6a). The probability of n transcription events
without any LacI relocking should be determined.
At every time point, the probability that lac is ex-
pressed is simply k1/(k1 + k2). Given the memo-
ryless nature of this stochastic molecular race, the
probability that it repeats n times consecutively is
(k1/(k1 + k2))
n. This intuitive result can be recov-
ered rigorously from transient state probabilities as
follows. The probability of no LacI relocking, which
decreases exponentially with time with a density
function k2 exp(−k2t), should be weighted by the
probability of reaching the nth expression round.
This latter probability, written below P (X1 ≥ n),
is the complement to one of the sum of probabilities
of 0, 1, 2, .. until (n− 1) hits,
P (X1 ≥ n) = 1−
n−1∑
j=0
P (X1 = j) (14)
where P (X1 = j) is a Poisson distribution of pa-
rameter k1t. Hence, the final probability of success
is
∫
∞
t=0
k2 e
−k2t

1− n−1∑
j=0
(k1t)
j
j!
e−k1t

 dt = ( k1
k1 + k2
)n
(15)
This probability corresponds to the proportion of
cells that reach the induced state, in the cellular
subpopulation in which LacI unhooked from Plac.
The direct calculation of n is complicated by the
fact, not taken into account above, that k2 depends
on lac expression. Considering that the essential
form of LacI capable of relocking the system is the
microstate Rc2 devoid of inducer (Fig.5a), the set
of relationships described above can be compressed
into the following deterministic equation
dx
dt
= k0 + k1
(
k1
k1 + k2
1
(1+βx)4
)n
− rx (16)
with the initial condition, subject to stochastic vari-
ance, x0 = k0/r at t0. For appropriate param-
eter ranges, this retroaction is typically capable
of splitting the population into induced and unin-
duced cells (Fig.6b). Cooperative binding of in-
ducer can still be introduced through a Hill func-
tion, simply by replacing (1 + βx)4 by 1+ (βx)4 in
Eq.(16); but this postulate is not necessary to ob-
tain the two populations, contrary to the previous
quasi-equilibrium approach. This feature could be
a sign that the kinetic approach is more realistic
than the classical one in absence of obvious equilib-
rium cooperativity in the system. The negative in-
tegral of Eq.(16) resembles a sort of Waddington’s
landscape (Ferrell, 2012), in which the stochastic
initial spreading of bacteria converges towards the
two point attractors for lac expression correspond-
ing to the induced and uninduced states. Several
points should be noted: (i) the bistable-like pro-
file of Fig.6b is obtained because the system is re-
stricted to a single LacI rebinding interval, and
(ii) the evolution of lac expression described by
Eq.(16), is purely probabilistic and meaningless at
the level of a single cell and is envisioned as the
global behavior of a container of bacteria. In a
given bacterium, the race is won by either LacI
or RNAP. Lac expression is binary in single cells
and can take only two values (either k0 or k0+k1),
while the continuous Eq.(16) describes the graded
variation of the fraction of inducible bacteria in the
container. In addition, the splitting of the popu-
lation into uninduced and induced states (Fig.6b)
does not occur simultaneously for all the bacteria,
since this process begins with the single event that
is itself distributed along time, as described in sec-
tion 4.2. In this development, the threshold n is
not a predetermined constant to be reached, but is
a commitment point regulated in concert with the
combination of kinetic parameters of interaction.
n =
ln(ρxs − γ)
4 ln(1 + βxs)− ln(α+ (1 + βxs)4)
(17)
where γ = k0/k1, α = k2/k1, ρ = r/k1 and xs is the
threshold amount of lac products over which lac is
induced.
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Figure 6. (a) Probability that n events occur before
a single competing event (5 times slower in this ex-
ample) (b) Probabilistic evolution rate of lac products
depending on their initial amounts, for a given inducer
concentration (using Eq.(16) and the relative values,
setting k1 = 1, k0 = 0.04, k2 = 0.1, r = 0.2, β= 0.4 and
n = 100). Dots indicate the expected populations of
bacteria, either uninduced or induced, after a derepres-
sion window.
6 Experimental methods
6.1 LacI-mediated Plac DNA
immunoprecipitation without
crosslinking
The stability of LacI-Plac association was evalu-
ated through a method equivalent to chromatin
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and performed using
non-engineered E. coli K12 cells (P4X strain),
but with and without chemical crosslinking. The
longevity of LacI-Plac association was compared
between (i) basal conditions, (ii) in long term pres-
ence of high inducer concentration (Isopropyl-β-
D-1-thiogalactopyranoside IPTG), expected to dis-
mantle the repressor complex, and (iii) in pres-
ence of glucose (20 mM), possibly influencing LacI
binding indirectly through CRP (Fried and Hud-
son, 1996; Balaeff et al., 2004; Kuhlman et al.,
2007). Cells were grown for 48 hours, with inoc-
ulation of fresh medium with 1/50 of the previous
culture every 16 hours. All bacterial cultures were
then pelleted and rinsed twice in ice-cold TBS, re-
suspended in 6 ml binding buffer (10 mM Tris (pH
7.3), 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM KCl, 100 µg/mL bovine
serum albumin, 5% v/v glycerol). Each bacterial
culture was then split into two parts, one of which
was incubated 30 min further in presence of 1%
formaldehyde, then treated for 5 min with 0.5 M
glycine, repelleted and resuspended in 3 ml bind-
ing buffer. Mechanical lysis of the cells and mod-
erate chromosome fragmentation were achieved si-
multaneously by sonication (3 pulses of 30 s sep-
arated by 30 s in thawing ice). After centrifuga-
tion and elimination of pellets containing remnants
and unbroken cells, LacI antibody (Rabbit anti-Lac
I antibody 600-401-B04 Rockland Immunochemi-
cals Inc., P.O. BOX 326, Gilbertsville, Pennsylva-
nia, USA) was incubated with an excess of bacterial
lysate supernatant (500 µl), overnight on a rotat-
ing wheel at 4◦C. 50 µl Protein A coupled mag-
netic beads (Invitrogen Dynal AS, Oslo, Norway)
where then added and incubated for 4 hours at
4◦C. Beads were collected using the Dynal mag-
net. The first supernatant was removed and stored
for control PCR and the pellet was rinsed 5 times
using binding buffer and transferred to new tubes.
As indicated in Fig.2, the pellets were then washed
for 24 or 72 hours with either 0.35 M or 0.5 M
NaCl. The presence of DNA fragments in the pel-
lets was then assessed by PCR (28 cycles: denat-
uration 30 s 95◦C, annealing 30 s 55◦C and elon-
gation 30 s 72◦C) using primers located in the N-
acetylglutamate kinase (ArgB) gene unrelated to
lac (ArgB -F: 5’-AGGTTTGTTTCTCGGTGACG-
3’; ArgB -R: 5’-GTTGCCCTTCGTCTGTTACG-
3’ yielding a 167 bp-long amplification frag-
ment) or to the lactose promoter Plac (Plac-F:
5’-TCCGGCTCGTATGTTGTGTG-3’; Plac-R 5’-
AGGCGATTAAGTTGGGTAACG-3’, yielding a
142 bp-long amplification fragment). The same re-
sults were obtained in 3 independent experiments
starting from fresh bacteria. The molecular weight
marker is the 100 bp GeneRuler from Fermentas.
6.2 β-galactosidase assays
Bulk expression assays were performed us-
ing 4-methylumbelliferone-β-D-galactopyranoside
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(MUG) as a substrate, as described in (Vidal-Aroca
et al., 2006). For in situ β-Galactosidase stain-
ing, cells were incubated with 1 mg/ml 5-bromo-4-
chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (X-gal), 2
mM MgCl2, 5 mM K3Fe(CN)6, 5 mM K4Fe(CN)6
in phosphate buffered saline, until appearance of
blue staining. They were then rinsed and fixed for
1 min in 1% glutaraldehyde, 1mM MgCl2.
7 Discussion
The present interpretations of lac features are
based on the redefinition of the single event early
postulated in 1957 by Novick and Weiner. This
event cannot be the synthesis of a single molecule
of permease as supposed by Novick and Weiner,
because of the necessity of a threshold of perme-
ases. The single event can no more be a single
transcription round of the lac gene, since a steady
state basal expression has been evidenced. Hence,
alternatively, the single event could be the com-
plete release of the lac repressor, in line with the
simplistic mode of action of LacI described in the
initial reports, but which now appears unusual un-
der the current assumption that interactions are
highly dynamic in the cell. Static interactions,
which are obvious for multimolecular complexes,
are rediscovered in eukaryotic cells (Hemmerich
et al., 2011) and are completely conceivable for
prokaryotic repressor complexes. A simple way
to prolong molecular association in the cell is the
hierarchical binding of capping molecules to pre-
formed molecular assembly, leading to the molecu-
lar trapping of nucleating components in absence of
active dismantling (Michel, 2011). While in quasi-
equilibrium approaches, the interactions between
LacI and Plac are considered as faster than the
lac regulatory circuit, in the present model they
are slower. In presence of low inducer concentra-
tion, the mechanisms described in this study are
expected to maintain the presence of uninduced
cells in the population in several ways: by strongly
reducing the number of bacteria with open Plac, by
erasing the memory of previous bursts of expres-
sion, and by adjusting the probability of switching
lac on in a single burst. The actual mechanism of
lac repression by conjugation of several operators
remains controversial, but experiments of deletion
of individual operators, as well as of mutation of
LacI making it non-tetramerizable, strongly de-
creased lac repression, pointing out the importance
of a supramolecular repression complex. In absence
of inducer, a single LacI tetramer would be locked
forever in a large molecular complex including a sta-
bilized DNA hairpin with two operators (Brenowitz
et al., 1991). Of course, such a stability cannot be
recovered using reporter plasmids and tagged mod-
ified non-tetramerizable artificial LacI constructs,
for which graded quasi-equilibrium interpretations
can hold, contrary to endogenous lac components.
Owing to its unicity, LacI dissociation would work
as a turning point of the lac system, disconnecting
the preceding and the following processes. Briefly,
those occurring before complete LacI dissociation
explain populational behaviors and generate a first
filter for low inducer concentration, while those
occurring after dissociation can still contribute to
the all-or-nothing phenotypes. To describe this
situation, before LacI dissociation, only one LacI
tetramer has to be taken into consideration: the
one precisely bound to Plac; whereas after dissoci-
ation, all LacI tetramers present in the cell should
be incorporated in the treatment, since at low
inducer concentration, certain can remain inducer-
free. The shape of the population curves could
directly reflect the probability of occurrence of a
single event, that itself depends on the achieve-
ment of a series of previous events. Under this
assumption, the sigmoidal lac induction curves are
purely populational effects skipping the single cell
level. In this alternative picture, the inherently un-
predictable all-or-nothing behavior is unrelated to
the population response because of the uncoupling
action of the fast positive feedback taking place in
individual bacteria. A single stochastic event can
generate smooth population behaviors, in the same
manner that unpredictable microscopic association
and dissociation jumps are converted into smooth
exponential curves in surface plasmon resonance
experiments. The figure 2 of the article of Novick
and Weiner could illustrate particularly well the
fact that a purely mathematical notion: the prob-
ability of occurrence (continuous and ranging from
0 to 1), of a binary event (discontinuous, with two
discrete values 0 or 1), directly translates into the
concrete partition of all-or-none phenotypes in the
bacterial culture. Hence, lac is a typical system
for which the population behavior is well defined
whereas the state of each cell is indeterminate.
In the same way, the result of the molecular race
following de-repression is also dictated by chance
only, but can be captured probabilistically, that
is to say deterministically, at the population level.
The example of lac shows that populational stud-
ies and classical deterministic treatments can be
fully appropriate for shedding light on microscopic
phenomena through materializing probability dis-
tributions. The mechanisms proposed here to give
rise to the coexistence of uninduced and induced
phenotypes in the population are transient, math-
ematically speaking, but can in practice lead to
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durable bimodality. (i) A random walk to an ab-
sorbing state is inherently transient but can be
astonishingly long for heterogeneous random walks
with predominant backward transitions as obvious
in Eq.(1), and its individual arrivals are widely
dispersed in time. For instance, for a succession
of n identical transitions and when k− >> k+,
the mean time and standard deviation reach the
same geometric function of the number of steps
σ(T ) = 〈T 〉 ∼ (1/k+)(k−/k+)n−1. (ii) The sin-
gle race following derepression can, for appropriate
parameter ranges, provide a simple general mecha-
nism to limit cellular induction to a small fraction
of the population. One cannot exclude that highly
desynchronized single events explosively amplified
by positive feedback in every cell contribute for a
significant fraction of the observed all-or-nothing
behavior of lac. There is some confusion about lac
bistability, sometimes put forward to describe the
bimodal distribution of bacteria. In fact, bistabil-
ity is not necessary to explain certain features of
lac and the binary individual phenotypes can be
unrelated to sigmoidal responses to inducer concen-
tration. Examples of mechanisms that can underlie
different possible situations in which single cell and
population behaviours are disconnected, are listed
in Appendix A2. In these examples, the princi-
ple of ligand-induced de-repression is retained (i.e.
inhibition by a DNA-binding repressor, itself sup-
pressed by an inducer). In fact, lac is supposed
to be bistable not only to explain the prolonged
bimodal partition of the population, but most im-
portantly to explain the existence of an induction
threshold preventing the generalized induction of
bacteria at low inducer concentration and solving
the apparent paradox that lac expression is neces-
sary for lac induction. These characteristics are to
some extent also obtained with the kinetic mech-
anisms described here. The basal expression of
permease allows bacteria to sense the presence of
lactose in their environment and a basal level of
β-galactosidase is also required to isomerize lactose
into allolactose. But these basal levels should be
low enough to avoid priming the positive feedback
when lactose concentration is insufficient to jus-
tify the metabolic investment for the bacteria to
synthesize lac machineries. From a physiological
perspective and if gratuitous inducers have some
relevance, this mechanism would be of great evolu-
tionary interest since it offers different advantages:
(i) At the level of a single cell, it allows that the
decision to use or not lactose is unequivocal, ei-
ther minimal or maximal. (ii) At the level of the
population, particularly when the substrate con-
centration is low and uncertain, it allows that only
a fraction of the cells invests into this expensive
specialization reducing the division rate.
Beyond its apparent simplicity, the lac system re-
mains largely enigmatic. For complex biochemical
systems, inaccurate models can be unintentionally
decorated by misleading experiments. Even when
reduced to its basic components, reliable experi-
mental results can be interpreted through several
ways, leading to strikingly different models. In the
present case, S-shaped dose-response curves can be
interpreted as well using quasi-equilibrium cooper-
ativity (Oehler et al., 2006), with similar outputs
for single cells and populations, or as the distri-
bution of a transient process, for which single cell
and populations behaviours can be disconnected
(Appendix A2). The existence of lac bistability
also remains to be confirmed (Savageau, 2011). Al-
ternative mechanisms possibly contributing to lac
behaviors and justifying the tetrameric structure
of LacI are added here to the debate, but the saga
of the lactose operon is likely to remain far from
complete.
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8 Appendices
8.1 Appendix 1: Random walk modeling of the chain of events leading to
micro-irreversible LacI dissociation
The 15 transitions represented in Fig.3b are not elementary events but are themselves composite reac-
tions including a lot of micro-substeps (individual chemical bond breakages and so on), so that their
designation as Poisson transitions is only approximate, particularly for pseudo-first-order reactions. In
addition to the minimal chain drawn in Fig.3b, Plac clearance is also conditioned by other upstream
phenomena necessary to convey the inducer close to LacO and many other interfering parameters in-
cluding negative effect of lac induction on the growth rate, molecules dilution or crowding, diffusion and
translocation, bacterial background, metabolism, accessory factors present in the repression complex etc.
It can however be proposed that the most elementary biochemical transitions, the ”atoms of dynam-
ics”, refractory to experimental measurements, are naturally and necessarily distributed according to an
exponential law, because this distribution is the only one that is fully memoryless. In real biochemical
networks, every transition is conditioned by specific activation energies, so that the rates can be different.
The probabilities of the forward and backward jumps starting from any state xi, are not 1/2 and 1/2
as for isotropic random walks, but k+i /(k
−
i + k
+
i ) and k
−
i /(k
−
i + k
+
i ) respectively. Different approaches
can be used to calculate the probability of completion of such chains, including a discrete random walk
approach, in which x0 is a reflecting wall and xn is an absorbing one, and a time continuous Markovian
approach using a set of linear differential equations with an absorbing final state (k−n = 0) and solving
Eq.(A1). The system can be described with the same rule for every state i such that 1 < i < n − 1, as
follows


x˙0
..
x˙i
..
x˙n−1
x˙n


=


−k+0 k
−
1 ... 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
0 0 ... k+i−1 −(k
−
i + k
+
i ) k
−
i+1 ... 0 0 0
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
0 0 ... 0 0 0 ... k+n−2 −(k
−
n−1 + k
+
n−1) 0
0 0 ... 0 0 0 ... 0 k+n−1 0




x0
..
xi
..
xn−1
xn


(A1)
Correspondences between discrete and time continuous random walk approaches
If using a discrete random walk approach, Eq.(4a) is the complement to one of the probability to remain
confined in the n-1 first positions. This probability simplifies for large N and n and for a moderate ratio
N/n2 as described in (Ruelle, 2006). In this case, θ is the ratio of the number of jumps over the square of
the number of steps in the chain (Eq.(4b)), that is itself the mean number of jumps required to complete
the chain, according to the well established random diffusion rate.
For the continuous time differential approach with a single rate k, the probability of state n − 1 is the
probability density of state n. Finally it is even more useful to make θ independent of the number of
jumps and of steps, because these microscopic values are generally unknown in real chains of events. The
equivalence between the discrete and time continuous approaches can be derived as follows: The mean
time of a single jump τ , such that t = Nτ , is τ = (n + 1)/2nk (considering that the waiting times are
1/k for the state x0 and 1/2k for all the other positions) and given the mean completion time of the
whole isotropic chain (Eq.(3)), N/n2 is equivalent to t/ 〈T 〉.
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8.2 Appendix 2: Table A1
Single cell binarity and population sigmoidicity are not necessarily related. The ligand-dependent tran-
scriptional probability functions shown in absence of self-regulated circuits, illustrate the possible dis-
connection between sigmoidicity and bimodality.
Left column. Single cell (symbolized by disks) and population (curves) responses to inducer. Greyscale
(graded) or bitmap (all-or-nothing) expression intensities can be obtained through fast equilibrium, in
panels (a) and (c), or single event-primed switches in panels (b) and (d), respectively. For the single
event mechanisms, the system is freezed at a given time after inducer addition. The individual behaviors
are not necessarily related to the apparent population induction shape, and bimodality does not always
require population sigmoidicity. In panels (a) and (b), the populational responses are non-sigmoidal
while in panels (c) and (d), they are sigmoidal, also said to be ultrasensitive.
Right column. Examples of equations underlying the different situations shown in the left column.
Non-zero values of F are possible for [A] = 0 in the fast equilibrium mechanisms. The equivalence
between population and single cell behaviors in the fast equilibrium mechanisms, relies on the ergodic
equivalence between space averaging and time averaging respectively.
(a) The repressor (R) interacts with DNA through short association/dissociation cycles and the in-
ducer (A) determines the fraction of time in which the promoter (Prom) is occupied. KR is the binding
equilibrium constant between R and Prom and KA the binding constant of the inducer with R.
(b) The stochastic dissociation of the repressor is a very single stochastic event triggered by the in-
ducer and corresponding to the release of monomeric repressor R from DNA. This mechanism is less
likely to occur than the chain of events postulated in (d), because of the inevitable risk of unwanted
priming in fluctuating biological systems.
(c) As in panel (a), the inducer equilibrates rapidly with the repressor and the repressor rapidly equili-
brates with DNA, so that equilibrium cooperativity can apply to the saturation of R by the inducer, as
well as to the saturation of Prom by R. The formulations shown use the MWC model of cooperativity
which necessitates few parameters and has already been used for LacI. Three cases can be envisioned.
c1 Cooperative fixation of the inducer to R. CR corresponds to the repressor conformational equilibrium
constant.
c2 Cooperativity concerns the fixation of R to the two operators of Prom. CL is the Prom-looping
constant and P is the fraction of unliganded R supposed to be bound non-cooperatively by A.
A mix of c1 and c2, with involvement of both CR and CL, is also possible (not formulated).
(d) Model retained in the present study. The induced phenotype appears once the final event of a
chain conditioned by inducer addition, occurs. The example of equation shown corresponds to a chain
of two consecutive events, in which the first one is reversible and the two forward transitions depend on
the inducer (Fig.A1).
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Figure A2. Time- and concentration-dependent
completion of a two-step chain with two pseudo-first-
order forward rates. The probability of state x2 is a
function of the combination of time after inducer ad-
dition and of inducer concentration. 3D plot drawn to
Eq.(A2-5) with k−1 /k
+
0 = k
−
1 /k
+
1 = 3 and P (x0) = 1 at
t0 = 0 .
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